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Dolce Garden debuts  with a fun family campaign. Image credit: Dolce & Gabbana.

 
By BRIELLE JAEKEL

Italian fashion label Dolce & Gabbana is bringing liveliness to a quiet garden in Palermo, Sicily for a fragrance
campaign that emphasizes the joyfulness that can come with family.

"Dolce Garden Eau de Parfum The Film" is Dolce's latest spot for its scent that embraces the culture of its  home
country. A playful narrative, the film taps both the quiet and reserved side of the perfume, as well as its vibrant
celebratory aspects.

"The film captures a joyful garden party that engages the audience emotionally and captures their attention," said
Carri McIlveen, managing partner at Metia.

Dancing in the garden
Dolce & Gabbana's fragrance vignette opens in a quiet garden outside of Palermo.

Children run around a picnic blanket as an older gentleman sips his tea in a wooden chair while reading the
newspaper. A group of hens wanders around the garden.

The man stops his reading to look up and sees a bunch of young people walking towards the garden. They bring
with them loud music and speakers.

Upbeat music plays as a bottle of the fragrance is shown vibrating on a table to the pulse of the soundtrack. The
younger group begins to dance and brings their older relatives into the fun. As they twirl one woman around, she
smiles, eager to join.

The older man's reading is disrupted as many people run by him grabbing at his newspaper, while a chicken jumps
into his lap squawking.

A young woman, who has been leading the pack, kneels down and gives a handful of not-yet-inflated balloons to a
few children and holds her finger up to her mouth, indicating to keep it a secret.

As the rest of the family dances around the garden, the children run to an outdoor hose to fill up the balloons.
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However, in the process they unknowingly turn on the garden sprinklers.

The dancing family members get covered in water, which surprises the kids who arrive to throw the water balloons.

Instead of being angry, the entire family continues to dance and the young kids throw the water balloons at each
other.

Dolce Garden's new fragrance debut

Italian gardens
The garden-focused film is a part of a larger focus on florals from Dolce & Gabbana. The brand recently focused
on florals for its last spring's ready-to-wear collection and the campaign that followed.

In a previous film, the fashion label connected with fans with a playful take on summer love. Taking place in a
garden, the film coincided with the use of hydrangea petals adorning the frames and patterns of Dolce & Gabbana's
Ortensia collection (see more).

The current Dolce Garden film embraces the Italian family, which it often does in its marketing.

Dolce & Gabbana did the same with another recent campaign in which it learned the art of orecchiette pasta making
from a Bari, Italy-based nonna to promote its latest cosmetics line.

Although pasta making and beauty products may not seem to be parallel topics, the coastal Italy setting is on par with
much of the brand's marketing, which pairs Italian heritage, family and all things Dolce & Gabbana. Using an
underlying familial theme enables Dolce & Gabbana's consumers to identify and relate to its marketing, regardless
of a personal Italian heritage (see more).

"[The film] takes a break from typical celebrity promotion and creates an experience through a compelling story,"
Ms. McIlveen said. "The advertisement communicates a playful connection with family values, nature, and a feeling
of being carefree in the countryside among a blooming rose garden."
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